
COURSE TITLE : FABRIC MANUFACTURE- II
COURSE CODE : 3107
COURSE CATEGORY : B
PERIODS/WEEK : 5
PERIODS/SEMESTER : 90
CREDITS : 5

TIME SCHEDULE

MODULE TOPIC PERIODS
I Secondary an auxilliary Motions 21

Test I 1
II Dobby Shedding 22

Test II 1
III Jacquard Shedding 22

Test III 1
IV Computer Aided Textile Designing 21

Test IV 1
TOTAL 90

OBJECTIVES

On completion of the course students should be able to

MODULE I.      SECONDARY AND AUXILIARY MOTIONS.
1.0.Secondary motions.
1.1.Discuss the objects of secondary motion.
1.2.General classifications of take up motions.
1.2.1.Study of positive and Negative take up motion.
1.2.2.Study of continuous and intermitant take up motions.
1.3.Discuss the working of  7- wheel take up motion with sketch.
1.4.Differntiate continuous and intermittent take up motion.
1.5.Describe the working of a continuous worm and worm wheel type take up motion with
sketch.
1.6.Calculations related to take up motions.
1.6.1.Dividend Calculation.
1.6.2.Calculations to find out required standard wheel and change wheel.
1.7.State the object of let off motions.
1.8.Discribe the working of a negative let off motion with sketch.
1.9.Describe the conditions required for a good let off motion.
1.10.State the Foster's definition for a good let off motion.
1.11.Explain the working of Ruti let off motion with sketch.
1.12.Explain the working of Roper let off motion with sketch.
Auxiliary motions.
1.13.Mention the objects of weft fork motions.
1.13.1.Study of weft stop motions- side weft fork and centre weft fork motions.
1.13.2.Explain the working of side weft fork motion with sketch.
1.13.3.Explain the working of centre fork motion with sketch.
1.13.4.State the timing and setting of side weft fork motion.
1.14.Mention the objects and types of warp stop motions.



1.14.1.Explain the working of a mechanical warp stop motion used in 'Northrop' looms with
neat sketch.
1.14.2.Explain the working of a mechanical warp stop motion used in 'Sakamoto'  looms with
neat sketch.
1.14.3.Explain the working of electrical warp stop motion with neat sketch.
1.15.1.Mention the objects and types of warp protector motions.
1.15.2.Explain the working of loose reed motion with neat sketch.
1.15.3.Explain the working of fast reed motion with neat sketch.
1.16.Mention the objects of brake motions.
1.16.1.Explain the working of brake motion with neat sketch.
1.17.Mention the objects and  general description of brake motions.
1.18.Mention the objects and  general description of check strap.
1.19.Mention the objects and  general description of Temples.
1.20.State the timing and setting of auxiliary motions.

MODULE II.         DOBBY SHEDDING.
2.0.Discuss the scope of Dobby shedding mechanism.
2.1.Varous classification of dobby shedding mechanisms.
2.1.1.Study of Single lift and Double lift Dobbies.
2.1.2.Study of Positive and Negetive Dobbies.
2.1.3.Study of Single Jack and Double Jack Dobbies.
2.1.4.Study of right hand and left hand dobbies.
2.2.Discuss the working of Keighley dobby and its limitations.
2.3.State the timing and setting of keighley dobby.
2.4.Compare the advantages of double jack dobby over single jack dobby.
2.5.Explain the working of Climax dobby.
2.5.1.State the timing and setting of Climax dobby.
2.6.Illustrate the method of pegging of lags for L.H. Climax dobby .
2.6.1.llustrate the method of pegging of lags for R.H. Climax dobby .
2.7.Discuss the use of Cross Border dobby.
2.8.Explain the working of Cross border dobby.
2.9.Explain the working of  Ruti Cam dobby.
2.10. Discuss the working of Knowles positive open shed dobby.
2.11.State the functions of heald leveling device and steadying mechanism used in Climax

dobby.
2.12.Study the features of Electronics Dobby.

MODULE  III.      JACQUARD SHEDDING.
3.0.State the advantages of Jacquard shedding.
3.1.Discuss the basic principle of Jacquard shedding.
3.2.Analyse the various classifications of Jacquards like
3.2.1.Single Lift Jacquards.
3.2.2.Double Lift Jacquards.
3.2.3.Single Lift Single Cylinder Jacquards.
3.2.4.Double Lift Single Cylinder Jacquards.
3.2.5.Double Lift Double Cylinder Jacquards.
3.2.6.Cross Border Jacquards.
3.3.Explain Special Jacquards – Pressure Harness and Bannister Harness.
3.4.Illustrate the working of Single Lift Jacquard with neat sketch.
3.5 Illustrate the working  of Double Lift Single Cylinder Jacquard with neat sketch.



3.6.Explain the working of Double Lift Double Cylinder Jacquard with neat sketch.
3.7.Discuss the working of Cross Border Jacquard with neat sketch.
3.8.Illustrate harness mounting like London and Norwich systems.
3.9.State various types of harness ties.
3.9.1.Illustrate various types of harness ties like straight tie, centre tie/pointed tie and mixed
tie.
3.10.Define terms - count of comber board,  First hook and First needle of the jacquard.
3.11.Discuss the construction and development of Jacquard designs.
3.12.Explain the working of Piano card cutting machine.
3.13.State the method of card punching and card lacing.
3.14.Discuss the use of special Jacquards and  the working of Pressure Harness.

MODULE  IV.       COMPUTER  AIDED TEXTILE DESIGNING.
4.0.State step by step commands to produce a Jacquard design fabric simulation.
4.1.Analysis of a Jacquard design fabric and to produce fabric simulation in different Colour

combinations.
4.2. Understand to take graph print outs as per the requirements of loom and design creation.
4.3. State step by step commands to produce stripe and cross over designs.
4.4. State step by step commands to produce check designs.
4.5. Analysis of a dobby design fabric to produce the fabric simulation in different Color

combinations.
4.6.Produce calculation sheet for a fabric with costing and printouts of dobby fabric

simulation and design details.
4.7.State step by step commands to produce a printed design and its colour Separations.
4.8.State step by step commands to make a Texture mapping on various objects and

models with new designs created in other software.
4.9. Create yarn using computer software.
4.10.Create a yarn library using different count and quality.
4.11.Automatic creation of draft and peg plan from weaves.
4.12.Use of menu driven software.

COURSE CONTENT

MODULE  I.  SECONDARY AND AUXILIARY MOTIONS.
Secondary motions - take up motions - 7- wheel take up motion - continuous and
intermittent take up motion- working of continuous type take up motion-Calculations
related to take up motions-Let off motions- working of a negative let off motion- working
of  positive let off motions.
Auxiliary motions
Side weft fork and centre weft fork motions-working of side weft fork motion with sketch-
working of centre fork motion with sketch-timing and setting of side weft fork motion-
objects and types of warp stop motions- working of a mechanical warp stop motion used in
'Northrop' looms with neat sketch- working of a mechanical warp stop motion used in
'Sakamoto'  looms with neat sketch-working of electrical warp stop motion with neat sketch-
objects and types of warp protector motions- working of loose reed motion with neat sketch-
the working of fast reed motion with neat sketch-the objects of brake motions-the working of
brake motion with neat sketch-the objects and  general description of brake motions-the
objects and  general description of check strap- the objects and  general description of
Temples-timing and setting of auxiliary motio



MODULE  II. DOBBY SHEDDING.
Varous classification of dobby shedding mechanisms- working of Keighley dobby and its
limitations-timing and setting of keighley dobby- advantages of double jack dobby over
single jack dobby-working of Climax dobby-method of pegging of lags for L.H and R.H
dobbies-use of Cross Border dobby-working of Cross border dobby-working of  Ruti Cam
dobby -working of Knowles positive open shed dobby-functions of heald leveling device and
steadying mechanism in dobby.

MODULE  III. JACQUARD SHEDDING.
Advantages of Jacquard shedding-basic principle of Jacquard shedding -various
classifications of Jacquards like- Single lift Jacquards,Double Lift Jacquards, Single Cylinder
Jacquards,Double Cylinder Jacquards,Cross border Jacquards-working of Single Lift
Jacquards-working  of Double Lift Single Cylinder Jacquard-working  of Double Lift Double
Cylinder Jacquard- working of Cross Border Jacquard- harness mounting like London and
Norwich systems- harness ties and various types of harness ties like straight tie, centre tie,
mixed tie- terms like count of comber board, First hook and First needle of the jacquard-
construction and development of Jacquard designs-working of Piano card cutting machine-
card punching and card lacing-use of special Jacquards and  the working of Pressure Harness.

MODULE  IV. COMPUTER  AIDED TEXTILE DESIGNING.
Step by step commands to produce a Jacquard design fabric simulation-analysis of a Jacquard
design fabric and to produce fabric simulation in different Colour combinations-take graph
print outs as per the requirements of loom and design creation-step by step commands to
produce stripe and cross over designs-step by step commands to produce check designs-
analysis of a dobby design fabric to produce the fabric simulation in different colour
combinations-calculation sheet for a fabric with costing and printouts of dobby fabric-
simulation and design details-step by step commands to produce a printed design and its
colour separations- step by step commands to make a texture mapping on various objects and
models with new designs created in other software- create yarn using computer software-
create a yarn library using different count and quality-automatic creation of draft and peg
plan from weaves-use of menu driven software.
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